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`this question asks students to turn intraspec~iv~ and really think about the
Native experience in a way they have n~v~r be~For~ thought. This is called
critical thinking and it is our hope that through our presentations, and the
follow-up activities that we try to pr~sen~, students will hive a much more ' ',
informed understanding of history. This is our hape and feedback has been
very encouraging. Indeed, we are able to prepare our curricular offerings to
all age groups, ranging from Pre-K through Grade 12. There are certain
topics we do not teach the younger children, as developmentally many
young people are nod prepared to hear about the Vermont Eugenics prograrin"
of the 1920"s when Henry Perkins, a zoology professor at the University of
Vermont, headed up the most deplorable moven~~nt in our history, when the !,
state practiced sterilization to rid itself of the '°undesirables.'" Unfortunately'
for the Abenaki, and others like the "mixed bla~ds," gypsies, mentally
~,
defective and others were routinely rounded up and gives a stark choice a~ '.
either going to jail or submitting to ster~lizatior~. This was how Vermont deal~~t '~,
with "hoards" of immigrants and peoples who did not fit the "anglo saxon°'
mode ofi desirability. For further information, ple~s~ read Jane Gallac~h~r°s
seminal book, "Breeding [~et~er Vernnonters.'° Of course, you ~ovtir understand
why we need to be very sensitive about subject matter introduced in
classrooms, yet it is important to consider ghat we be~iev~ it is only by
'~ !,
understanding history, that we will riot repeat it. Thus, we look at how
students embrace the materials w►e teach. We look at outcomes through ' ~'
discussions with students where the ~foremen$ioned questions are posed to 'i
children. We are in the midst of develapin~ eva~uatian r~~thodology wath the
support of those community mer~nbers will-versed in participatory dialogue.
We ire always looking to make our presentations better and rr~~re interesting
to students, and this is why we believe the use ~f f~ll~w up questionnaires
will support us in this desire. Furthernnore, o we believe it is critical to
collaborate wherever possible, as this is the best wayr $o leverage additional
resources that would no$ be available from our modest grant. We are very
proud of our partnerships that include: The iierrn~nt Rural Education

